ON THE MENU
*Available for dine in or carry out
We know your time is valuable so why not customize your presentation to your need? Only have 15 minutes
to spare? Just choose Ala Carte, Have a little more time? Pick a starter or choose from a combination to
build your own platter. Needing credits, choose from our entrees.

Ala carte
FINISH ISN'T EVERYTHING, OR IS IT?

15 min

Take a look at the latest velvety smooth, ultra high gloss or
the embossed in registration texture and all the new finishes
that can take your design to a new tactile level.

TREND WATCH

15 min

Stay up with the front of trend products so you can stay on
top of what is HOT and what is NOT.

VENEER MADE BETTER

15 min

Echo Wood takes real wood and makes it better. Engineered
for consistency using veneers that allow the replication of
nearly any species, in a way mother nature is proud of.

Starters
IT IS PRONOUNCED "SHIN - OH- KEY"

30 min

Shinnoki sets the standard for veneer panels that excite the
senses and reduce your stress level when specifying wood
veneers.

WOOD YOU LIKE SOME OPTIONS

30 min

Wood veneer is far from what you imagined. Check out the
latest of nature's original decorative surface.

THE WORLD OF PANELS

30 min

Explore the worlds of color and design the decorative panel
industry has to offer. It isn't a small, small world after all.

RECLAIM YOUR MOJO

30 min

Go on a creative adventure to explore the repurposed,
upcycled and reclaimed materials giving respected wood, a
new lease on life.

CEU Entrees
DESIGNING FOR THE SENSES

60 min

Takea journey of the human senses and explore the influence
the human senses have on the entire human experience,
informing behavior and responses in the spaces we inhabit.

UNDERSTANDING TFL AND HPL: DESIGNING WITH
PERFORMANCE IN MIND

60 min

This course provides an overview of the performance and
design characteristics of thermally fused laminate (TFL)
panels and high pressure laminate (HPL). No jargon here, just
practical information how to use the correct material.
*Dine in - we will come to you, Carry out - we will virtually deliver
Consumer Advisory: Consumption of 'done that' or 'used that many times' colors,
surfaces or finishes may cause design boredom.

